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ABSTRACT

Using the finite-size scaling of results obtained by exact diagonalization, we study the

iow-density limit of the one-dimensional Hubbaid model. Calculating the quasiparticle

weight, we demonstrate that for a given particle number N and system size L, there

always exists a crossover point Uc separating the Fermi-liquid (U < Uc) and non-Fermi-

liquid (U > Uc) regimes (U is the Hubbard repulsion). We find that for a fixed N, Uc

is inversely proportional to L, keeping UcL/t constant (with t as the hopping integral),

as L is large enough. It follows that in the low-density (in fact vanishing density) limit

L —» oo, Uc —» 0, so the system is always in non-Fermi-liquid regime as long as U > 0.

We show that our numerical results are consistent with the Bethe ansatz solution.
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The studies of interacting Fermi systems show that they may exhibit either Fermi-liquid

(FL) or non-Fermi-liquic! (non-FL) behavior, which is fundamentally different from each

other [lj. Our understanding of these different behaviors is closely related to the basis of a

theory of High 7̂ - superconductivity. The crossover point between FL and non-FL behavior

in the parameter space is therefore of great interest. However, it is usually very difficult to

determine whether a system can be characterized by FL or non-FL behavior and the phase

diagram calculation is not a easy task. The Hubbard model is one of the simplest models

for studying strongly correlated electron systems. The ID Hubbard model is believed to

manifest non-FL behavior when U > 0 [2] and U = 0 is a singular point, as follows from

the renormalization group argument [3], while the property of the 2D Hubbard model is still

under debatp. Our understanding of the ID Hubbard model should be attributed to the

success of the Bethe ansatz solution [4], the bosonization [5] and the renormalization group

[3] techniques.

Most of thr previous studies were carried out for systems of finite particle density, yet

the low-density (or more precisely, the vanishing-density) limit possesses its own importance

and deserves particular attention. One can start from an exact solution for a given number

of particles and then take the system size to infinity, which may shed light on the properties

of low-density systems. Fabrizio, Parola and Tosatti [6] have presented a systematic study

in this limit. They have found a method to derive a nonperturbative, asymptotically exact

solution for the ground state of a few electrons in the Hubbard model, generalizing the

earlier solution for two particles [7], and have extrapolated the solution to the low-density

limit. However, their method cannot be applied to the ID case. For the ID Hubbard

model, though most of its properties have been clarified by recent numerical studies [8,9],

the low-density limit has not been fully investigated yet. It is generally believed (although

no rigorous proof is available) that any finite system should exhibit FL behavior. On the

other hand, the ID Hubbard model manifests non-FL behavior for U > 0 in the limit when

the system size ->• oo. The crossover between the FL and non-FL behavior in this case has

not been investigated yet.

In this paper we study the low-density behavior of the ID Hubbard model by doing finite-

size scaling on the quasiparticle weight. Our system is characterized by three parameters:

particle number N, chain length L and the Hubbard repulsion U (the hopping integral t = 1

is set to be the energy unit). We first recall the relation of the quasiparticle weight Z^ to the

IV- and (N — 1 (-particle ground states. Then we calculate Zk by exact diagonalization. If we

use the non-vanishing value of Zk as a criterion for FL behavior, not all finite systems satisfy

this condition. It turns out that for arbitrary N and L, there always exists a crossover point

Uc separating the FL (U < Uc) and non-FL regimes (U > Uc). We find that for a finite I,

the perturbation approach becomes valid and the quasiparticle weight approaches 1 or 1/2

(to be specified later) as U is small enough. To see what happens as L -+ oo, we study the

dependence of Uc on L. We find that for a fixed N, Uc is inversely proportional to L, keeping

UcL/t constant as L is large enough. We prove that our numerical results are consistent with

the Bethe ansatz solution [4]. We conclude that in the low-density (vanishing-density) limit

L —> oo, Uc —$ 0, so there is no correspondence between the states of free and interacting

particles as long as U > 0. Therefore, even for the ID Hubbard model of nearly zero particle

density, the Landau theory of FL is not applicable.

In the Lehmann representation of the Green's function, we have [10]

~u), (1)

(2)

where B(k,u>') is the spectral function

fl(k,w') = £ | < N - l ,

HereG(k,u>) is defined in the iV-particle ground state \N,g > , \N ~ l,s > are the (N - 1)-

particle energy eigenstates, ES
N and E'N^X are the energies of states \N, g > and |/V — 1, a > ,

respectively and /J is the chemical potential. Here we consider a given spin orientation a.

The momentum distribution of particles is related to the spectral function by

= r<L/B(k,w') =
Jo

(3)



with Z,(k) — I < N — l,s\cka\N,g > ]5. It is clear that Z,(k) may have nonzero value when

the momentum difference between \N,g > and \N - l,s > is k. In the thermodynamic

limit, /i^_] appears in a continuum. So long as Z,(k) is non-vanishing for a particular

\N — l,.t >, the spectral function B(k,uj) has a 6-function peak. This means that there

exists a quasiparticle excitation with long lifetime. 2s(k) is therefore called the quasiparticle

weight. The zero-energy quasiparticle excitation is of great importance to understand various

properties of the system. For the interacting Fermi system exhibiting FL behavior, the zero-

energy quasiparticle weight at the Fermi momentum kF

ZF = \< N- \,g\<\,\N,g > |2; k = kF (4)

is non-vanishing, and the spectral function on the Fermi surface is of the form

B(k^) = ZF6(u}) + f(uJ), (5)

when- f(uj) is a. smooth function. The jump of the momentum distribution at k = kF is

related to Zp by a theorem, first put forward by Migdal [11].

= ZF. (6)

In this paper, we discuss the low-density limit of the ID Hubbard model by fixing the

particle number and taking the limit L -* oo for the chain length. Since the particle

density vanishes as 1 -J oo, there is no finite kF. Nevertheless, the quantity Zy - \ <

'V — l-,gic^a\N,g > |2 is still essential to our present study. Whether ZF = 0 or not can tell

us if Hie quasiparticle picture is applicable. As long as Zp / 0, \N,g > is well approximated

'>>' rlf-JW ~ ''.V >• This means that the ground state of N particles can be well prepared

by adding a particle of Fermi momentum to the ground state of N — 1 particles. However,

for the Zp — 0 ense, the physics is totally different. The state prepared by adding a particle

of Fermi momentum to the ground state of /V — 1 particles is orthogonal to |/V, g >. This

moans that the quasiparticle picture is not valid and the Landau theory of Fermi liquid

is not applicable. On the other hand, for any finite systems the "Fermi jump" Ankp is

always different from zero [9], that is, probably, why people believe all finite systems show

FL behavior (using non-vanishing An^ as a criterion). As we will see later, ZF = 0 is

possible, which means non-FL behavior (using non-zero value of ZF as a criterion for the FL

behavior) for some finite systems. There is no contradiction between these two statements,

because the Migdal theorem was proved only in the thermodynamic limit [11], We prefer

the latter criterion because it reflects the essence of the matter. More importantly, a.s shown

later, the behavior of Zp of finite Hubbard chains can be used to deduce the FL or non-FL

behavior in the thermodynamic limit since the scaling property of ZF can be extracted in

the low-density limit.

The ID Hubbard model is known to exhibit non-FL behavior as long as V > 0 for a

finite particle density [2,8,9]. Now we calculate the above Zk = | < A' — i ,<j\('ka\l\. q > |J

to determine whether the quasiparticle picture holds in the almost zero-density limit. We

fix the particle number to see how Zk varies with the chain length /,. The llamiltonian of

the ID Hubbard model is

+ h.c.) + (7)

where c\, creates an electron of spin a at site i, and nl<7 - c\vcia is the number operator.

Here the periodic boundary condition (PBC) is used, and the L + 1 site is also the i = 1 site.

Exact diagonalization determines the ground states \N,g > and |/V - l,g > , from which

Zk = | < N - l,g\Cka\N,g > p can be evaluated. Since both \N - l ,p > and |jV,f; > have

well defined total momenta, there is only one nonzero Zy in the first BriHouin zone.

We first calculate Zk = | < N - \,g\Cko\N,g > \2 at Jfc = kF for N = 4 ,5 ,6 ,7 . In Fig.

1, | < A' - 1 - 3,g\CkFa\N = 4 , 5 > p vs. U and | < JV - 1 = 4,g\CkF,\N = 5,g > |2

vs. U are plotted. They both exhibit a sharp jump (from some finite values to exact zero)

at their crossover points. Note that the values of Zp approach 1/2 as U -> 0+. In Fig. 2,

\<N-\ = b,g\CkFa\N = 6,<7 > |2 vs. !7 and | < N-\ = ^g\Ckra\N = 7,g > |2 vs. U are

plotted. They also both exhibit a sharp jump (from some finite values to exact zero) at their

crossover points. But this time, the values of ZF approach 1 as U —> 0+. (We will explain
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the difference later). We then calculate the momentum distribution n^ in \N — 4,g > and

| AT = 6,g > to obtain the jump AnF across the Fermi surface. We plot An? vs. U in Fig. 1

for |A; = 4,5 > and I - 10, and in Fig. 2 for \N = 6 t# > and L = 10. Due to the limitation

of the computer rosovirr.es available, we have only obtained Zf = | < N — l,g\Ci;Ftr\N.g > \2

vs. V for (.V = 10,1 < 12), (JV = 8, /„ < 14), (N = 6, L < 18) and (N = A,L < 50), and

have found that Zp vs. U always exhibits a crossover point Uc which depends on N and L.

As V < Ur, the momentum difference between \N -l,g > and \N,g > is just kF and ZF ^ 0.

It is evident thai when (/ < Uc the system is in the FL regime. As U > Uc, \N - l,g > and

\N,(j > are both of zero total momentum. The nonzero Zy is therefore at k = 0, and ZF of

course becomes zero. The system is thus in the non-FL regime. We expect that the above

behavior exists for nearly all (Ar, L) combinations. However, the "Fermi jump" Any vs. V

does not show discontinuous behavior around Uc since in a system of finite size it is always

nonzero [!)], as we mentioned earlier.

For finite L, the existence of the FL regime for small V suggests that the perturbation

approach is valid as U ->• 0+ . 'Phis is confirmed by calculating the ground state wave

functions for various particle numbers. Let |{^^i} > denote the Slater determinants with

(k,,ffi) single particle states occupied and |Aff, A^ > denote the interacting ground states

with A'f spin-up electrons and A'j. spin-down electrons. Applying the PBC, we find that

when /, is Unite and (>' —> 0+,

| < 0 | , 0 J . |1,1 > | S - H , | < 0 1 \ ' , J j r / / , t , < H ! 2 , l > |2 - f l ,

(Here the negative sign results from the convention of choosing fermion sign),

U | 3 , 2 > | 2 - + 1 ,

t 4-13,3 > 2 - H , — .

These results imply that for a given particle number, if degeneracy exists in nonintcract-

ing systems and the quantum tunneling is allowed by various conservation requirements in

interacting systems, the interacting ground state is well approximated by an appropriate

superposition of degenerate noninteracting ground states, as seen for |A*f = 2, Aj. — '1 >.

6

Note that the matrix representation of the U-term in the degenerate perturbation approach

is simply the 2 x 2 matrix U(ax + NfN^I)/L with 7Vt = A^ =cven integer, where / and

ut are the unit matrix and Pauli matrix, respectively. In case when no tunneling between

degenerate noninteracting ground states occurs, the interacting ground state is nearly the

noninteracting ground state, as for |1,1 >, |2,1 >, |3,2 >, |3,3 >. In short, there are three

kinds of ground state configurations as U —> 0+. The first is for 11,1 >, |3,3 >, |5.5 >, • • • (of

zero momentum), the second for |2,1 >,|.'{,2 >, |4 ,3 >,-•• (of momentum kp), and the third

for |2,2 >, |4,4 >, |6,6 >, • • • (of zero momentum). Only in the third case do superpositions

of two degenerate noninteracting ground states exist. The small-C values of Z/? arc readily

derived:

| < 2 , l | C t = _ W i 4 | 2 , 2 > |2 -> 1/2, ! < 2,2|C t = 2 l /L t |3,2 > \2 -± 1/2,

| < 3 ,2 |C t = _ W L i | 3 ,3 > |2 ^ 1,

| < 4 , 3 | C t = _ w / 4 | 4 , 4 > |2 -+1/2,

We also perform similar computations imposing the antiperiodic boundary condition

(anti-PBC). We find that when U -f 0+, the superpositions of noninteracting ground states

only exist for A^ = N± =odd integer. Thus Zp- -¥ 1 if \Nf = N± =: even integer > is

involved and Zp -> 1/2 if lA^ = N± = odd integer > is involved. It is clear that, the

numerical results obtained for finite L and U -> 0+ with both PBC and anti-PBC can be

interpreted in the perturbation approach.

So far we have studied the small-(7 behavior of a finite chain, and would like to know

whether such a behavior survives as L -> co. This can be done by exploring the dependence

of Uc on L. Calculating ZF = \ < N - 1 = 5,g\ckFf\N = 6,g > p vs. V to obtain Uc

for L = 8,10,12,14,16,18, we plot Uc vs. 1/L in Fig. 3. It turns out that UcL/t is a

L-independent constant. It follows that Uc -> 0 as L -» co, i.e., U > 0 makes non-FL

behavior prevail in the low (nearly zero)-density limit,

The solution of the two-particle problem suggests [6,7] that large size limit L —>• oo drives

the system towards strong coupling. Using the Bethe ansatz solution [4], we prove now that



the properties of the ID Hubbard model in the low-density limit remain unchanged if N

and ULjt are kept constant. Strong coupling thus pertains to all values of U and particle

number provided the density is low enough.

Let / ( x | , . . . ,.r,v) be the amplitude in the wave function when down spins are located

at the sites :)•[,... ,.tm, and up spins at JM+I, . . . , ijv. Within each region of j-Q] < XQI <

. .. < .rQy, f is expressed as [4]:

IV

fix , (8)

where P = (P\,P2 PN) and Q = (Ql, Q2,..., QN) are two permutations of

(1,2,.. .,/V). Here k, are quasi-momenta determined by

(9)
0=1

and .\,j are related l.o k, by

A'
AO - 2 sin *,-) = 2w.!a - £

. = 1 0=1
(10)

with 0(p) = -2arctan(2p/f/) € [ - T , T ) • For the ground states, Ja and /, are consecutive

integers (or half-odd integers) centered around the origin, and for a fixed set {N, M), Ja and

li do not change with parameters {U,L,t}. In the low-density limit, the long wavelength

approximation sin ki = ki can be adopted. Let's replace k, and sin ki with a new variable fc, =

I,k; in the above Uethe ansatz formulae. When {', L,t vary but U = ULjt is kept constant,

the solution set. {k,} remains the same. It is also easy to show that the coefficients [Q, P] do

not change either i f f = const. It follows that the Bethe ansatz wave function f(x\,..., i/yr)

depends on /, U and L through the combination ULjt only (up to a normalization constant).

In addition, for a fixed particle number and very large i , {£;} are predominantly distributed

around the origin. Using this fact, we can further show that Z\. = \ < N — l,g\ck,\N,g >

|2 do not change with L if ULjt = const, This has also beers verified in our numerical

calculations.

Since in the low-energy states, quasi-momenta are predominantly distributed around

the origin as the particle density tends to zero, in an expansion in terms of the Slater

determinants of plane waves:

t\-,P«t>, (11)

the coefficients c({p,}) are negligible unless p, are very small. This means that the low-energy

physics can be described by the effective Hamiltonian

kk'q

(12)

in the low-energy subspace spanned by the Slater determinants of small j>,. Here the hopping

term is obtained by setting cos p - l-p2f2. Since p = 2nnj L, if ULjt - cantf., the solutions

of the Hamiltonian remain the same with respect to n. Let's see the difference between the

ground state energies for U = 0 and U > 0. In the two-particle problem, this difference is

found to be proportional to tjL2 if ULjt - const, and L is large enough [6,7], Now Kq. (12)

implies this behavior is valid for the interaction energy correction for any particle number

in the low-density limit. This means that the energy difference is (./-independent, and the

system is driven to the strong coupling limit, as soon us U > 0. Therefore, our numerical

results are consistent with the Bethe ansatz solution.

To summarize, we have studied in this paper whether the ID Hubbard model in the

low-density limit can be described by the FL theory . We find that for any given particle

number N and chain length L, there is always a crossover point Uc separating the regimes

of U < Uc and U > Uc where the FL description succeeds and fails, respectively. The

dependence of Uc on L is shown to be UcLjt — const, for a fixed particle number and large

chain length. As L -> oo, Uc —• 0, so the non-FL behavior prevails in the low-density limit

so long as U > 0. Thus, for the ID Hubbard model, even at nearly zero density, there is

no correspondence between the states of free and interacting particles. This conclusion is

complementary to a similar assertion for systems of finite particle density.

The authors are grateful to Prof, C. L. Wang for helpful discussions. This work is

supported by NSF, CCAST and LSEC.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Quasipartide weight | < N - 1 = 3,s|c_2lr/I4|JV = 4,g > p (open circles),

\ < N = i,g\c2ll/Lt\N + 1 = 5,s > |2 (solid circles) and "Fermi jump" AnF = n0T - n2 j r / L t

in the state |JV = 4,g > (solid line) for the ID Hubbard chain of length L = 10 (( = 1).

FIG. 2. Quasiparticie weight | < JV - 1 = 5,s|c_2^ / /4|/V = 6,5 > |2 (open circles),

I < N = 6,g\cir/L1\!V + I = 7,9 > |2 (solid circles) and "Fermi jump" An F = n. i r / L t - T«47r/Lt in

the state \N = 6,g > (solid line) for the ID Hubbard chain of length L = 10 (( = 1).

FIG- 3. The crossover point Uc obtained from Zf = \ < N - \ = 5,g\c_2r/n\N = 6, j > |2 vs.

(/. The fitting line is Vc = 405/L (t - I).
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